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FTKMA academicians are devoted to research Exploring the unknown in wisdom universeThe Dean's instruction is very loud and clear
Make our faculty the innovation leader 
 
Focus Groups are formed by interest area
Common in objective and working together
AERG is interested in vehicle technology 
Automotive hub, engagement with industry 
 
Next is AFFG, attracted to fluid
Dedicated academician, the group is built
ASIVR is all about structural vibration
Give them problem, they'll find the solution
 
ESFG is committed on conserving energy
Long live the earth, the stance and policy
Human engineering is the core of HEG
Quality of life is the essence of study
 
MTG members are assigned to manufacturing
Advanced technology really keeps them going
Last but not least, the group called SUPREME
Material investigation on the level of extreme
 
International grants, we managed to receive
High-impact journals, we already published 
FTKMA Focus Group will continue the journey
For the sake of faculty and also UMP
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